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REASONS FOR NOMINATION 
 

In this age of cloud-based office platforms, e-Excellence Inc. harnesses its competitive advantage in 

autonomous R&D to meet the demand of corporate clients for mobile office applications. The 

all-in-one “U-Office Force” cloud-based office, which is the result of innovative R&D efforts, 

encompasses an Enterprise Information Portal (EIP), Business Process Management (BPM), ISO 

document management, and mobile office applications. In addition to cutting-edge R&D 

technologies, U-Office Force incorporates powerful system expansion and exceptional mobile office 

capabilities. 

 

As an ideal strategic partner for corporate clients who strive to implement digital transformation, we 

firmly embrace a spirit of professionalism and innovation in the development of user-friendly 

interfaces and IT products with high added value. Based on the trust and affirmation of numerous 

well-known corporate clients, we constantly strive to transcend current standards to provide our 

customers with the best possible technical support and product services. 

 

As the COVID-19 pandemic is menacing the whole of humanity, all non-manufacturing businesses 

face the arduous challenge of how to safeguard the health of their employees, while maintaining 

normal business operations. A “Work-From-Home” (WFH) business operation mode is the ideal 

solution for the current predicament since it effectively prevents the risk of cluster infections through 

maintenance of appropriate social distancing. With a view to highlighting the powerful mobile office 

management capabilities of the “U-Office Force” cloud-based office, we took the initiative in 

implementing a WFH drill program. After a process of continued adjustments to collaborative 

working models, we officially implemented a routine WFH model in the second workweek of each 

month. After several months, it became evident from the data on the operational results that this 

office mode not only significantly increases the identification of employees with the epidemic 

prevention policies of their company but also gives them an increasing grasp of maintaining 

performance when working from home. 

 

We have made a firm and unwavering commitment to exceeding the expectations of our customers 

and satisfying their corporate management demands. We aim to provide our clients with the most 

professional solutions and plan management demands in close cooperation with them. These efforts 



are coupled with strict standardized service adoption processes and dedicated assistance in bringing 

systems online to ensure high-quality and high-performance services and operations of the products 

and thereby achieve exceptional corporate management results. In the face of this severe novel 

coronavirus pandemic, we have again been able to successfully demonstrate the strengths of the 

work from home solution provided by “U-Office Force” cloud-based office in the creation of an 

unimpeded and obstacle-free office environment for enterprises and the realization of cloud-based 

management benefits coupled with a significant mitigation of risks associated with gatherings of 

people in corporate organizations. In view of these accomplishments, we are firmly convinced that 

e-Excellence Inc. is worthy of this honor. This nomination not only represents a recognition of our 

outstanding contributions in the field of global information and communications technology 

applications but also bears witness to our ability to transform corporate thinking through cloud-based 

information and communication technologies and thereby effectively and significantly reduce the 

immense impact of the COVID-19 crisis on our industries. 

 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 

 

I. Hurdles of implementing work-from-home (WFH) solutions    
Why are some enterprises still incapable of adopting WFH solutions in post-pandemic Taiwan? 

Based on our observations of the business concepts of non-manufacturing enterprises over many 

years, the main factors can be divided into the following four categories: Top-down, bottom-up, 

internal-external, and internal-external relations. 

 

(A) Top-down relations 

When business owners implement work from home policies, they have two main concerns: Will the 

company remain profitable? Will my employees stay focused on their work or slack off when 

working from home? Since they can’t personally monitor them, they lack a sense of certainty. Bosses 

with a sensitive and anxious personality therefore tend to rely on text messaging and phone calls to 

track down slackers. However, this kind of “concern” causes emotional stress for employees because 

they are being suspected goofing off when working from home. They frequently have to put up with 

this “concern,” which is actually a sign of distrust. Do you think that this kind of work from home 

scenario leads to strong chemistry at the workplace? Or does it rather erode mutual trust bit by bit? 

 

(B) Bottom-up relations 

Employees who work from home are protected against the risk of cluster infection, but they lack 

convenient access to certain data since they are away from the office. The only way to gain access to 

a document that is suddenly needed is often to inquire online or on the phone and ask other 

co-workers to provide or process it. Doesn’t this lack of efficiency greatly detract from the original 



good intention of implementing work-from-home (WFH) policies for employees?  

 

(C) Internal-external relations 

In addition to its customers, every company has close relations with cooperating up- and downstream 

businesses or dealers. Once they implement WFH policies, contact methods are significantly affected. 

When employees are at their office workstations, they can contact suppliers or partners by phone to 

engage in negotiations or ask for certain documents or written materials. However, when they work 

from home, they have to spend their own money to contact these businesses and external personnel 

by phone. They therefore tend to put such calls on the back burner, especially if no company phones 

are available. This in turn can indirectly lead to communication issues between employees and the 

company’s partners. 

 

(D) External-internal relations 

External suppliers and cooperating businesses, on the other hand, can no longer conveniently contact 

the company’s contact persons by simply dialing an extension number. These contact persons now all 

work from home and calls must be transferred by an operator, which is sometimes impossible. They 

may even have to find a way to get their phone numbers and contact them personally. These contact 

issues indeed pose a significant problem for all external suppliers.  

 

(E) Adequate solutions 

In the face of these challenges, business owners should shift their attention from blaming their 

employees or denying the advantages of working from home to the task of how to select a complete 

cloud-based office system to ensure the smooth implementation of work from home solutions in their 

enterprises. The goal of such systems is to assist businesses in the development of all-inclusive, 

remote collaborative working capabilities and enable all staff members to apply themselves to their 

work at their posts in a healthy and safe manner. This is the best ideal solution to maintain the 

operating capacity of an enterprise during this pandemic. 

 

II. “U-Office Force” cloud-based, integrated office solution 
(A) Internal hurdles 

U-Office Force cloud-based office (see Image 1) assists enterprises in gaining an accurate grasp of 

all internal tasks and solving top-down and bottom-up hurdles of work from home implementation in 

an effortless manner.   



 

Image 1: System architecture 

 

An effective control of work processes is achieved through the BPM (Business Process Management) 

module (see Image 2). The different tools of the EIP (Enterprise Information Portal) including 

announcements, discussion forum, meeting management, task management, and even “Uchat,” the 

communication software for internal use (see Image 3) greatly enhance organizational 

communication efficiency and sharing and passing on of corporate expertise in addition to the 

provision of more diversified, real-time information management methods. Document management, 

on the other hand, embraces the spirit of ISO (see Image 4) in the rigorous protection of documents 

of the enterprise to ensure accurate access to required documents in accordance with user 

permissions anytime and anywhere. 



 
Image 2: Form approval procedure 

 

 
Image 3: UChat communication software for internal use exclusively 



 
Image 4: ISO document management to prevent secret snapshots 

 

This all-in-one, smart integrated platform allows business owners and employees to arrange business 

trips and work from home in a worry-free manner. Supervisors can delegate tasks and employees can 

report the latest status in an obstacle-free manner anytime and anywhere. Required documents and 

information can be accessed in a convenient and effortless manner. 

 

This all-inclusive system architecture would of course not be complete without a mobile app. 

“U-Office Force” cloud-based office features a perfect mobile office app (see Image 5) with a clean 

user interface and convenient controls for maximal user-friendliness. Push notification services 

ensure that no important messages are missed. “U-Office Force” cloud-based office ensures that you 

are in your mobile office no matter whether you are on a business trip, on public transportation, or 

working from home.   



  

Image 5: Mobile office app 

(B) External hurdles 

After resolving the internal issues, most hurdles of implementing work from home solutions are 

overcome. But what about the external issues and how to deal with clients and suppliers? 

 

e-Excellence Inc. views customer communication as a key link of its business operations. Even the 

best work from home system is not sustainable if external communication issues remain unresolved. 

At e-Excellence Inc., we place maximum emphasis on after-sales service. Various problems can 

emerge when customers use the system for different usage scenarios. We therefore have to tackle the 

task of compiling these customer issues into knowledge banks and making them available for queries 

by customer service personnel and customers at any time. Consequently, we have created a customer 

service section on the discussion forum to give customers a means of stating their issues and asking 

for advice. Customer service specialist can respond to such inquiries in the same section. Over time, 

these issues and responses have turned into an enormous database of customer service expertise. 

When facing certain issues, customers can conduct keyword queries. Sometimes customers even 

provide advice for issues stated by other customers, which in turn maximizes the effect of customer 

service in an imperceptible manner. (Image 6) 



 

Image 6: e-Excellence Inc. customer service section of the discussion forum 

 

Since we have internalized this discussion forum into our services, we have been able to establish an 

epidemic prevention task force and execute the WFH program in a rapid manner as the COVID-19 

epidemic gained momentum. Customer services have been moved to the “U-Office Force” 

cloud-based office to facilitate internal-external and external-internal communications, enable 

employees and customers to reach their respective contact persons in a rapid and trouble-free manner, 

and guarantee delay-free interactions.  

 

III. e-Excellence’s Recipe to Success 
(A) Epidemic prevention task force 

In line with the COVID-19 WFH epidemic prevention program, the Company has established an 

epidemic prevention task force to facilitate the adoption of responses and decisions for various 

emergencies. Epidemic prevention policies have been formulated, work effectiveness audits have 

been thoroughly implemented, training and education are provided on a regular basis, and emergency 

response drills have been scheduled in compliance with relevant government policies with the 

ultimate goal of assisting every employee in the successful implementation of the WFH program.   

 

Members Tasks  

Epidemic prevention 

commander (President) 

Provision of required epidemic prevention resources, 
direction of epidemic prevention tasks, and monitoring of 
effects of epidemic prevention tasks currently in progress 
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Administration Division 

1. Formulation of attendance management guidelines 

during the epidemic prevention period (incl. autonomous 

management and reporting, business travel management, 

and leave policies for high-risk personnel)  

2. Planning of employee response and management 

measures in line with epidemic prevention needs at all 

levels 

3. System announcements and granting of permissions to 

clock in and out  

R&D Division/Systems 
Section  

1. VPN configuration 
2. VoIP configuration 
3. Physical phone configuration 
4. Call forwarding configuration (forwarding of office 
calls to mobile phones) 
5. Maintenance of system equipment 

Table 1: Competent units and duties of task forces of the epidemic prevention organization 

 

(B) First work from home drill 

 

Department drill schedule 

Depart

ment 

R&D 

Division 

Product 

Division 

Logistics & 

Market 

Development 

Department 

Administrati

on Division 

Consulting & 

Project 

Management 

Department 

Customer 

Service 

Department 

Projecte

d date 
Feb 27, 2020 Mar 5, 2020 Mar 9, 2020 Mar 13, 2020 Mar 16, 2020 Mar 24, 2020 

Actual 

date 
Feb 27, 2020 Mar 5, 2020 Mar 9, 2020 Mar 13, 2020 Mar 16, 2020 Mar 24, 2020 

Table 2: Competent units and duties of task forces of the epidemic prevention organization 

 

 

  Disaster drill schedule for the whole company 

Projected 

date 
Apr 9, 2020 (one-day drill) Apr 20, 2020 - Apr 24, 2020 (one-week drill) 

Actual date Apr 9, 2020 Apr 20, 2020 - Apr 24, 2020 

Table 3: First WFH drill schedule for the whole company 

 



After the first WFH drills, around 80% of all employees believe that it is possible to maintain 

reasonable efficiency after implementation of WFH policies (see Image 7). Around 25% of these 

advocates are of the opinion that WFH policies are associated with enhanced office efficiency. 

Roughly 50% of all employees feel that work from home has no impact whatsoever on work 

efficiency. The remaining 20% believe that the efficiency of work from home is not clear as a result 

of different work modes. We will therefore continue to assist all team members in developing sound 

WFH models through the implementation of a routine work from home program and the UOF 

cloud-based office. 

 

Image 7: Survey regarding the effects of the first WFH drills (a total of 72 respondents until April)  

 

(C) Routine WFH program 

We have developed a WFH program for all team members which is implemented in the second week 

of each month to facilitate the continued revision of new operation models associated with WFH 

modes. Based on this program, we have devised a complete cloud-based online management 

mechanism which encompasses the establishment of corporate knowledge bases, form management 

procedures, analysis of operation data, and mobile collaborative working models. 

 

2020 Monthly WFH Schedule 

Mon

th 
June July August September October November December 

Peri

od 

June 8 - 12, 

2020 

July 6 - 10, 

2020 

August 10 - 

14, 2020 

September 7 - 

11, 2020   

October 5 - 

8, 2020  

November 9 - 

13, 2020  

December 

7 - 11, 

2020 

 

Table 4: Monthly WFH schedule 

 

 

 

效率不顯著

21%

效率很好

26%

效率相同

53%



(D) WFH objectives 

 
Image 8: Competitive advantages and strengths of “U-Office Force” 

 

“U-Office Force” cloud-based office has always been firmly committed to sharing the bright new 

future created by cloud-based technologies with every customer by remaining at the cutting edge of 

IT technology. This commitment has earned us the trust and support of a wide customer base. It has 

also enabled us to again demonstrate to the industry our capability to use cloud technologies to 

enhance corporate productivity and the ability to tackle adversity during this global pandemic.  

 

Based on our experience in serving countless renowned enterprises and our user base of over 

200,000, we are firmly aware that the creation of a WFH environment that is reassuring to employees 

and business owners and inspires the trust of customers represents a solution that most enterprises 

direly need in this unprecedented crisis. We are therefore deeply convinced that the powerful mobile 

office capabilities (see Image 8) of our “U-Office Force” cloud-based office derived from actual 

drills and the formal adoption of a WFH program can overcome all challenges employees face in 

their work.  The greatly simplified system of Business Process Management (BPM), Enterprise 

Information Portal (EIP), ISO Document Management, and mobile office apps allows rapid tracking 

of work progress and removes the limitations of time and space affecting every pending task. As far 

as top-down and bottom-up relations are concerned, a truly all-inclusive WFH solution is realized 

through the diversified communication channels of the system. 

 

IV. Media coverage and relevant events 
(A) Epidemic prevention facilitated through e-Excellence’s cloud-based remote office platform 

Article written by Xie, Yi-Yan, published in Commercial Times on April 20, 2020  

Adoption of cloud-based office solutions to realize blissful enterprises, safe social distancing, 

and greater cohesion of spirit 

 

As Covid-19 continues to ravage the world, numerous Taiwanese enterprises have begun to 

implement split operations or WFH systems. e-Excellence President points out that “peace of mind” 
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is the key to convincing business owners to implement WFH policies and thereby prevent company 

shutdowns and minimize the risk of cluster infections among their employees. 

 

The all-in-one smart office management platform titled “U-Office Force” cloud-based office 

launched by e-Excellence integrates an Enterprise Information Portal (EIP), Business Process 

Management (BPM), ISO Document Management, and mobile office app (by March 2020, the app 

had been downloaded 30,000 times and over 20,000 users are active online on a daily basis). This 

platform is not only an excellent new choice for business owners wishing to gain a firm grasp of the 

operational status of their enterprise, it also dispels the persistent myth that effective office 

operations are only possible in an office setting. It creates a remote office mode that is reassuring to 

both employees and business owners and visualizes employee efforts and performance for business 

owners. 

 

e-Excellence currently serves over 600 renowned corporate clients including Showba Department 

Store, Jet Optoelectronics, Taiwan Sakura, Mercuries Life Insurance, Louisa Coffee, National Palace 

Museum, and Tzu Chi Hospital. The company’s customer base encompasses almost all industries. 

The contract renewal rate reaches an astonishing 90% each year (40-50% is generally considered a 

high standard). President Liang, Jia-Zhang believes that the secret of the high renewal rate lies in the 

link between happy employees and happy customers which allows the joint creation of a virtuous 

service cycle.  

 

e-Excellence embraces a business philosophy of “Happiness, Passion, Initiative, and Innovation.” 

The Company does not encourage its employees to work overtime and never rejects any leave 

applications. It even provides two hours of paid exercise leave per week. In addition, every employee 

is entitled to flextime. Active participation in charity events is strongly encouraged and supported 

through paid leaves. e-Excellence was therefore recognized as a blissful enterprise and honored with 

a Work-Life Balance Award by the Ministry of Labor. This award and recognition are highly 

deserved. 

 

e-Excellence has been listed on the Go Incubation Board for Startup and Acceleration Firms (GISA) 

since 2016. The Company launched its UOF series program in 2020. A sharing and co-creation 

platform composed of corporate communities has been established through the integration of the 

powerful capacities of over 600 corporate clients to inject fresh momentum into the Taiwanese 

cloud-based office market.  



 
e-Excellence President Liang, Jia-Zhang 

 

  



(B) Business Weekly, Issue 1688 

 



 



(C ) UOF Online Conferences: Remote home offices are not affected by the epidemic 

https://www.edetw.com/photo20200507/ 

 

(D) UOF APP – Joint creation of a Care & Protection Network 

 
 

(E) Development of an autonomous temperature measurement system in cooperation with 

other businesses 



 



 
 


